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But Argentina and duty waited, and we prepared for life
on land. At that stage, I think, all of us were quite pre-
pared to live out the remainder of our days at sea; and we
should have received the news that Arlanza proposed to
steam to China round Cape Horn with perfect calm. But
that was not to be ; and one exciting evening we met our
hosts in Buenos Aires. We met them rather late at night;
and as the night was late, we drank each other's healths
and made little speeches in uncertain Spanish. After which
we broke, contrary to expectation, into song. We were not
musical, God knows; but a bad habit of post-prandial song
had grown upon us in the ship, and we retained it when we
landed. So our startled hosts looked on indulgently while
we broke into song. It was a complete surprise to them;
they rather liked it, I suspect; and the legend of the frigid
Briton died on those uncertain harmonies.
Then we were fairly launched, on our career in Argentina.
Now we did not see nearly so much of one another, meeting
in crowds and nodding amiably to each other across the
great spaces of public occasions, where somebody made
speeches—and it was generally me. How extremely tired
you must have got of listening to me making speeches!
True, I assured you that there was not the slightest need for
you to attend these melancholy occasions. But there was
one exception, when I was sentenced to the ordeal of my
first discourse in Spanish before the whole elite of Buenos
Aires and felt an unbearable need of friendly faces some-
where in the audience. So I resorted to the low artifice
of intimating casually that there would be light refresh-
ments at the Plaza after the lecture. That was unworthy,
because I think you would have come anyhow out of sheer
pity. But how good it was to see that formidable audience
fringed reassuringly by eight familiar faces! The crowded
days stole by, to say nothing of the still more crowded nights.
(You never told me, when I wandered in each morning after
nine to talk to you in bed about the day's arrangements and
implore somebody to see that ^f was dressed in time for

